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                  Advocate

                          Advocating for policies and programs in support of individuals and families with autism
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Join our Grassroots Advocacy Network

      
                          Become part of a community of advocates who raise awareness for autism policy issues, communicate with elected officials, contribute to local events, engage other volunteers, and support positive change.

                          Join Now
              

    

  




        
         
            Autism Speaks influences policy at the state and federal government levels. To do this, we work with Congress, the White House, state legislators, agencies, and regulators. 


Our advocacy protects the rights, services, and supports of people with autism. 


Autism Speaks Policy Areas 


We work on a range of policy issues that address the needs of people with autism. 


	Science and Research 
	Healthcare and Insurance 
	Housing and Related Supports 
	Education 
	Employment 
	Other Services 



      



      
  





    
    

      
      
      
        
                  
            
Autism Speaks Advocacy priorities

      
                                  See our Advocacy priorities
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          4.10.24

                    Autism Speaks Endorses Bill to Ban the Sale of Water Beads Marketed as Toys

                    
        Autism Speaks has joined family advocates and groups like the American Academy of Pediatrics in calling for a ban of the sale of water beads marketed
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          2.15.24

                    Autism Speaks Chief Science Officer speaks at congressional hearing on the Autism CARES Act of 2024

                    
        On February 14, Autism Speaks Chief Science Officer Andy Shih testified before Congress on the transformative impact of programs authorized under the
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          2.1.24

                    Autism Speaks CEO testifies before Congress on pathways for employment of individuals with autism and other disabilities

                    
        Keith Wargo shared data and personal narratives, illustrating the transformative power of inclusive employment practices, during the House Small
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          1.18.24

                    Autism Speaks honors Texas State Representative Donna Howard for advocacy on behalf of autism community

                    
        Autism Speaks bestowed Representative Howard with our Public Service Award in recognition of her effort during the past legislative session to improve
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          1.18.24

                    Autism Speaks honors Iowa Medicaid Director Elizabeth Matney for exemplary leadership in advancing access to autism services

                    
        Autism Speaks is pleased to recognize Iowa Medicaid Director Elizabeth Matney for her leadership of the Iowa Department of Human Services' redesign of
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          1.12.24

                    Autism Speaks recognizes California Assemblywoman as a champion for the autism community

                    
        Autism Speaks recognizes California Assemblywoman Blanca Rubio for leadership in improving the state’s transition planning process for autistic and
      

      




      

        

  
    

  
  

  
  




      

  
            Read more Advocacy News

      

  



        
       
            
Take action

        
            Sign up for Advocacy alert and emails.


Follow our advocacy profiles:
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Meet the advocates making a difference across the country
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          Juan D., a proud father inspired by his son's ambition
                  

          

              
                          
                        
            "...autism is not a one-size situation. This affects everyone regardless of status, race, and political party..."

      
                          Read Juan D., a proud father inspired by his son's ambition's Story
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          Cidmarie V., following a lifelong calling to support students with autism and other disabilities
                  

          

              
                          
                        
            We must understand that the world is filled with people from all walks of life, with different abilities, and different ethnicities for a reason and that is so that we can learn from one another.

      
                          Read Cidmarie V., following a lifelong calling to support students with autism and other disabilities's Story
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          Kimacka R., empowering Black autism communities to break down barriers
                  

          

              
                          
                        
            My hope is that they are given the opportunity to be great, are surrounded by real friends, and never question that they are amazing and that they matter.

      
                          Read Kimacka R., empowering Black autism communities to break down barriers's Story
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          Bin F., a leader and champion for the Chinese-American autism community
                  

          

              
                          
                        
            We all share the same goal: let our loved ones with autism live their full potentials.

      
                          Read Bin F., a leader and champion for the Chinese-American autism community's Story
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          Saida M., an advocate helping the next generation of girls growing up on the autism spectrum
                  

          

              
                          
                        
            I want to also be remembered for being the voice for those who are voiceless 

      
                          Read Saida M., an advocate helping the next generation of girls growing up on the autism spectrum's Story
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        Need personalized support?


Our Autism Response Team (ART) is specially trained to connect people with autism, their families, and caretakers to information, tools, and resources.


Get in touch with ART
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          Sign up now!
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